Thursday-Sweets

1. Morning Work—Have students write their name on sheet that was emailed Monday. If you were not able to print, write over the yellow name in blue and save for tomorrow.

2. IB: Listen to I Wonder if I am Growing by Raffi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODb_Tr-wg3Q
   Look at a picture from when you were a baby and think about how you have changed.

3. Read a book about something sweet.

4. Choose at least one or two of the following activities:
   A. Pretend the letter cards (toolkit, written out, resource, or letter magnets) are cookies. Pick up each cookie with a spatula and identify the letter.
   B. Make a number graph with cereal, candy, or sweet treat.
   C. Use oats, chocolate chips, dry beans, play dough, or cereal on letter cards. (I have included new letter cards. If you do not want to print just form letters) Write your name with sweet treat.
   D. Make Birthday Cake Cloud Dough (Recipe in resources). Use measuring cup, cupcake pan, measuring spoons, or candles to play with.
   E. Make a cake or cookies. Measure, mix, and bake it. Explore the treat with your five sense. How does it look, smell, feel, sound, and taste? How did change after you baked it?
   F. Make a paper cookie. Cut or tear up brown paper and fill in a circle. Then cut out black circles for chocolate chips.
   G. Read & Sequence If you Give a Mouse a Cookie. (You can draw or use resource) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCDPkGjMBro
   H. Make a name cone. Use pattern in resources or draw your own.

5. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyxaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAblcwFOA
   C. Count Days (I wonder what our new pattern will be?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.


7. We have Gym today. Go to Coach Red’s page to see her plan.

8. Color the cover of the Take Home Journal (in toolkit) and color a picture of something you did today.
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